
Reference Letters

Brian Hetland- High School Baseball Coach

Jack Wyatt is a very good young man socially and academically in the classroom. The projectible 6’0”

160-pound sophomore is developing as a two-way player at Clarksville High. Jack is a switch hitter

with developing gap power. Defensively Jack is developing as a corner outfielder. On the mound we

expect Jack to develop and have a chance to pitch varsity innings in 2023. Jack is a strike thrower

with a good three pitch mix . Jack is a winner and has competitive fire to succeed.

Melissa Keith- High School English Teacher

Jack Wyatt is a young man who exemplifies good character and determination. In a large class full of

big personalities, Jack maintains focus and maturity, showing determination in his academics. He is

both a student and an athlete, and he manages to demonstrate balance in both areas without

neglecting his responsibilities in either.  He shows strong leadership skills and is respected by his

peers, but he also works well in a collaborative setting to accomplish a common goal.

Coach Shelby- Clarksville High Football

I think that Jack Wyatt is a good athlete that is long and continuing to grow and get stronger.  Jack

has very good hand eye coordination and an aptitude for sports.  His experience playing multiple

sports adds to his ability to understand situations in games.  I think he is a great person and a great

teammate.  He is developing as a leader with age but I have always been impressed with his ability

to see the value in all of his teammates no matter what their skill level is.  Jack has the ability to fit

into any of the groups of guys on our team and not just one, which shows the type of personality

that he has.

Terri Sims- Freshman Honors English Teacher

I have known Jack Wyatt to be a mature and respectful young man.  He demonstrates discipline and

structure within the classroom and in various other tasks.  Whenever needed, Jack has always asked

questions for clarification and searched for ways to make improvements and to learn/grow.  He

serves as a solid role model to others and treats all people with respect and genuine care.


